
Genome 570 Winter, 2014
Phylogenetic Inference J. Felsenstein

Homework no. 2
Due Friday, February 7

• Using a nucleotide or protein sequence data set (which can be the same as the one used
for the last homework but a new one would be nice too).

• As before, it should have at least 20 sequences (or species) and of course these should
be aligned. For molecular data sets there should be at least 200 sites (more would be
good).

• Use a program (or feature of a program) that computes an appropriate distance for the
data. Be sure to report what you used, and why. Worry about (and discuss) issues like
how the distance method corrects for multiple changes, and how it copes with possible
differences of rate of evolution among sites.

• Infer a Fitch-Margoliash least squares tree from distances computed from a distance
method that is appropriate for the case, including allowing for rate variation among sites
(PHYLIP and PAUP* can do this – I am not sure that MEGA can do least squares).

• Also run a neighbor-joining (NJ) analysis on the same distances. How do the speeds
compare?

• In addition, run a UPGMA analysis to get a clocklike tree. Note that it is rooted – to
compare with the other trees you need to ask how they are rooted.

• Finally, run a parsimony analysis on the sequences.

• Use the features of the programs that allow you to read in a tree with branch lengths
and, considering only that tree, evaluate its score in least squares. Does the tree that is
produced by neighbor-joining have a sum-of-squares that is as small as the one produced
by least squares? For the tree from the parsimony run read in the tree and use the least
squares method using only the tree topology, without branch lengths, the branch lengths
being estimated the least squares method.

• Comment on how well the programs functioned and how easy or hard they were to use.

• Report the results to me in a short (2-5 pages or so) report. Show some results if needed.
How do the trees compare? How do they compare with your knowledge of the biology?
Explain, as best as you can, why least squares fits for the different methods came out
better or worse in the way they did.



Important. Many DNA sequences are badly affected by noise from “multiple hits” if
species are more than 100 million years diverged. Protein sequences or RNA sequences can
change more slowly, and give more meaningful results if the divergence times are that large
or larger.

Hints for those using PHYLIP programs:

• After using Dnadist or Protdist to compute a distance matrix, you have to rename
outfile to infile (or else when you run the distance program you will overwrite your
distances and crash).

• A tree can be used as a “user tree” by taking the tree file outtree from one program and
using it as the intree file for another program. This requires use of the U menu option of
the second program, and watch for menu options that specify whether the second program
is to use the branch lengths on that tree or re-estimate them.

• PHYLIP’s distance programs in effect treat gaps (indels) by temporarily dropping for
each pair of species those positions as it computes that distance. This means that sharing
gaps does not count as similarity, and having a gap aligned with a nucleotide (or amino
acid) does not count as a difference. In effect, only sites with a base (or amino acid) in
both species are used for that pair of sequences.

e-mail me (joe (at) gs.washington.edu) with a report in PDF or MS Word (.DOC or
.DOCX) format on the results, by midnight at the end of the 7th.


